The less than whole breast radiotherapy approach.
The addition of conventional whole breast irradiation (WBI) to breast conserving surgery (BCS) reduces the risk of early breast cancer recurrence and leads to a statistically and clinically significant improvement in overall survival. However, the long duration of conventional WBI regimens negatively impacts on quality of life. This has led investigators to evaluate an alternative approach of delivering radiation to a limited volume of tissue around the tumour cavity only (partial breast irradiation) and delivering a larger than standard dose of radiation with each treatment (accelerated partial breast irradiation, APBI). This approach may be achieved by a number of techniques: interstitial brachytherapy, intracavitary brachytherapy using the Mammosite device, intraoperative techniques using electrons or low-energy photons, external beam radiotherapy or permanent seed implant. This articles will review the rationale for the less that whole breast radiotherapy approach and describe the techniques by which it can be achieved and the results obtained to date. Finally, the 7 prospective randomised controlled trials of conventional WBI versus APBI which are open and currently recruiting patients will be discussed.